List of Characters for the Host

Expansion Pack #2 – Expansion packs must be played in order.
Do not purchase these players without also purchasing expansion #1.
5 optional players – all 5 may be played by either gender.

Characters

Brief Bio

Suggested Attire

Freddy Freeze

Dr. Freeze is the head cryonics tech at Christmas City
Cryonics and the most annoying ‘one upper’ in town. If
you’ve done, said or tried anything cool, Dr. Freeze is
certain to have done it more often, said it already, and
tried it five times. Dr. Freeze is new to Christmas City
and hasn’t made many friends yet.

Lab coat, optional to
have a name tag with
Christmas City Cryonics
on your lab coat.

Cutty Boards is the overly-honest knife salesperson.
Cutty will tell the truth – even to his/her own detriment.
It’s great to have Cutty as a friend . . . that is, if you want
to know the truth at all times. However, sometimes, it
may be best to not know certain things.

Business casual attire.
Optional to have toy
knives with you as
demo products.

Drew Penblade is the gloomy murder mystery writer.
Drew is known to get physically angry when somebody
mispronounces a word such as saying ‘pacific’ for
‘specific.’ Drew recently spent a night jail for starting a
fight at the grocery store over the word ‘especially.’

Dark, gothic attire.
Black wig, if you don’t
already have black hair.

Tux Whitman is the antisocial ornithologist at the
Christmas City Penguin Rescue. Tux suffers from
severe anger management issues and is extremely
judgmental of people. These nasty qualities tend to
anger anybody that is around Tux for more than a
minute. Tux also suffers from an intense fear of germs,
so getting too close to Tux is out of the question unless
you are a penguin.

Wilderness attire.
Pictures of penguins as
optional props. A bottle
of hand sanitizer as an
optional prop.

Jeck Needles is the muscle bound pharmaceutical trial
subject. Jeck loves to talk about one thing and one thing
only – Jeck Needles. Jeck was a notorious high school
bully many years ago. Unlucky residents of Christmas
City witness this type of behavior manifest when Jeck
doesn’t get his/her way.

Workout attire. Draw
multiple injection sites
on your arms with
strange reactions (i.e.
blue streaks with eye
shadow, draw a rash
around the site with
pink/red eye shadow,
etc.)

Cryonics Technician
Optional Either

Cutty Boards
Knife Salesperson
Optional Either

Drew Penblade
Murder Mystery Author
Optional Either

Tux Whitman
Ornithologist
Optional Either

Jeck Needles
Pharmaceutical Trial
Subject
Optional Either

For more information about this game, including the game
trailer, costume links and more – go to Your Mystery
Party at http://yourmysteryparty.com/Santaslayer
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